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ABSTRACT

Temperature (T) and salinity(S)profiles from the central Weddell Sea near the Maud Rise
seamount measured during the 1994 Antarctic Zone Flux Experiment (ANZFLUX) have been an-
alyzed for stability with respect to thermobaricity, i.e., the pressure dependence of thermal expan-
sion rate. For manyT/Sprofiles in the region, , the difference between actual density
(including the pressure contribution) and density of a water column with uniform temperature and
salinity equal to that of the mixed layer, exhibits a maximum in the upper ocean within tens of
meters of the mixed layer/pycnocline interface. Following work by K. Akitomo, if the mixed layer
were to deepen and increase in density so that the  maximum coincided with the base of the
mixed layer, the system would be thermobarically unstable and would overturn catastrophically.
Thermobaric convection differs from convection driven by surface buoyancy flux (cooling and/or
freezing) because once started, the production of turbulent mixing energy is derived from the wa-
ter column instead of the surface, an important distinction in ice-covered oceans. A stability crite-
rion is developed which considers the total sensible heat and latent heat of freezing required to
drive a givenT/Sprofile to thermobaric instability, and is mapped in the Maud Rise region. A sim-
ple upper-ocean model, combined with enthalpy conservation at the ice/water interface and driven
by surface stress and ice heat conduction observed with a drifting buoy cluster left in place after
the ANZFLUX manned drift stations, is used to assess the susceptibility of observed profiles to
thermobaric instability as the winter advanced. In the model, roughly one quarter of the profiles
become unstable by the end of August, and it is argued that this may account for extensive polyn-
ya-like features that appeared in satellite microwave imagery over Maud Rise in August, 1994,
shortly after completion of the ANZFLUX Maud Rise drift.
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1. Background

Thermal expansion of seawater depends on pressure, introducing a nonlinearity in the
equation of state (thermobaricity) that may significantly enhance vertical mixing (Garwood et al.
1994; Løyning and Weber, 1997). Akitomo (1999a) presents scaling formulas and stability crite-
ria for deep open convection, and emphasizes the fundamental difference between homogeneous,
“mixed layer” convection (Type I) and thermobarically driven, “two-layer” convection (Type II),
where the latter derives mainly from the pressure dependence of the thermal expansion factor for
seawater. Type I convection requires a continuous source of destabilizing surface buoyancy flux,
while Type II supplies its own buoyancy flux in downwelling plumes, often of much larger magni-
tude locally (Akitomo et al. 1995) than the surface buoyancy flux needed to initially trigger con-
vection in either sense. A requirement for Type II convection is that cold, relatively fresh water
overlie warm, more saline water, typical of most high latitude oceans.

Although thermobaricity is potentially important for high latitude deep convection any-
where (Garwood 1991), Akitomo shows that for Type II convection, the destabilizing tendency of
thermobaricity must overcome the background stratification associated with the salinity gradient.
He identifies a simple criterion for thermobaric instability using bulk properties of the water col-
umn as defined in Fig. 1. The strength of the thermobaric tendency must exceed the background
stratification for Type II convection:

where  is the slope of the linearized thermal expansion factor:  andβ is the

saline contraction factor. The inequality may be expressed as

where

(1)

is Akitomo’snormalized strength of thermobaricity, is normalized back-

ground haline stratification, and  is the characteristic thermobaric depth. Akitomo

shows that for temperature and salinity structure in the central and eastern Weddell Sea,

generally falls above (i.e., on the unstable side of) a line defined by

(2)

representing marginal stability. In contrast,  calculated from profiles in the Greenland Sea

cluster below the line, indicating stability in the thermobaric sense (see Fig. 10 of Akitomo
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1999a).

In the late 1970s, satellite passive microwave imagery revealed a large expanse of open
water (or low concentration sea ice) that persisted for several seasons well within the confines of
the annual sea ice limits of the Weddell Sea. This coherent feature (the Weddell polynya) appar-
ently first formed over the Maud Rise region (a bathymetric highland centered near 65˚ S, 3˚ E),
then migrated slowly westward, leaving evidence of deep convection (Gordon 1978) and signifi-
cant impact on deep-water production and properties (Gordon 1991) Despite its disappearance
two decades ago, interest in the Weddell polynya has remained high because it may have repre-
sented a completely different mode of air-sea-ice interaction (Gordon 1991), one in which sea ice
formation is relatively rare and ephemeral, and there is much more direct exchange between the
atmosphere and deep ocean. Widespread reappearance of these conditions could conceivably im-
pact global climate. Large areas of open water/thin ice have in fact been observed well within the
seasonal ice limits in the Weddell and Cosmonaut Seas on several occasions since the Weddell
polynya (e.g., Comiso and Gordon 1996), but so far none has exhibited anywhere near the area
and persistence of the feature seen in the 1970s.

Winter observations (e.g., Martinson and Iannuzzi 1998) have shown that static stability of
the eastern Weddell is so weak in many locations that a few tenths of a meter of additional ice
growth would densify the mixed layer enough to trigger surface-buoyancy-driven free convection
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Figure 1.Upper ocean properties from Ship Station 50, 1994 ANZFLUX project in the Weddell
Sea. A. Potential temperature, showing definitions for Akitomo’s (1999a) normalized strength of
thermobaricity (href is a reference level well below the temperature and salinity maxima, taken to
be the 1000-db level to coincide with Akitomo’s treatment). B. Salinity, showing definitions for
the normalized background haline stratification. C. Potential density [ρ(T, S, p=0)-1000] with
dashed lines representing an idealized, two-layer system.
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(Akitomo’s [1999a] Type I). It is germane to ask why deep convection is not observed more often.
The answer lies with the flux of heat into the mixed layer from below. Relatively warm water in
the pycnocline presents athermal barrier (Martinson 1990) that severely curtails ice growth dur-
ing winter: as the mixed layer deepens in response to salt rejection from growing sea ice, heat en-
trained from below exerts a powerful negative feedback. Martinson and Iannuzzi (1998) analyzed
available measurements from the Weddell in terms of units of buoyancy, which they express as
equivalent ice growth. They define the bulk stability by the equivalent ice growth needed to mix
the upper ocean to the level in the permanent pycnocline where subsequent convection may be

maintained by surface cooling alone.1 All of the profiles in their study exhibit bulk stability (they
all have surface mixed layers), but in some regions (notably over Maud Rise) the total equivalent
growth required for deep convection is much less than 1 m, in agreement with Akitomo’s (1999a)
assessment. Martinson and Iannuzzi (1998) did not consider the influence of thermobaricity in
their analysis..

Documenting the processes which control ocean heat flux during winter provided the pri-
mary rationale for the Antarctic Zone Flux Experiment (ANZFLUX) in 1994 (McPhee et al.
1996). Both direct flux measurements from manned drift stations, and parameterized heat flux in-
ferred from drifting buoy measurements confirmed that ocean heat flux is large in the central

Weddell, averaging 52 W m-2 during one of the 5-day manned drifts and 27 W m-2 for the season-
long buoy drift (McPhee et al. 1999). It was also highly episodic, depending on the surface fric-
tion velocity and elevation of mixed layer temperature above freezing. Large ocean heat flux dur-
ing storms caused significant basal melting of the thin ice cover, but growth between storms was
enough to maintain a mean thickness which approximately balanced conductive heat flux in the
ice with ocean heat flux from below through August and much of September (McPhee et al.
1999). Regional values of heat flux inferred from mixed-layer tracer distributions agreed reason-
ably well with local measurements (Muench et al. 1999).

An intriguing epilogue of the 1994 ANZFLUX project was that subsequent analysis of ac-
tive and passive microwave imagery showed a fairly widespread region of open water and/or low
concentration ice that appeared over Maud Rise shortly after our departure at the end of the sec-
ond (Maud Rise) manned drift (Drinkwater 1997; personal communication 1995). It persisted for
several weeks. A number of energetic storms were encountered during the manned phase of the
project (including one with hurricane force winds shortly after the Maud Rise drift), and are also
evident in the buoy record following our departure. This paper examines whether conditions ob-
served during the Maud Rise drift of ANZFLUX 94, and in the subsequent buoy data, were con-
ducive to the onset of Type II thermobaric instability within a short time after our departure on 9
Aug 1994. The approach is as follows. In Section 2, a stability criterion is developed which takes
into account the thermal barrier (Martinson 1990). It identifies for a given temperature and salini-
ty profile the buoyancy removal required to drive the system to thermobaric instability, and is ap-
plied to temperature (T) and salinity (S) profiles measured during the Maud Rise drift. In Section
3, a horizontally homogeneous, numerical boundary layer model adapted from McPhee et al.
(1999) is combined with a simple thermodynamic ice model to estimate heat and buoyancy flux at
the ice/ocean interface. The model is initialized with observedT/Sprofiles, then forced by surface

1. It is not clear from their analysis, however, how negative buoyancy flux from cooling needed to maintain
Type I convection would counteract the strong positive buoyancy flux from ice melt, as soon as the ice grew
enough to trigger convection.
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stress and ice heat conduction estimated from data gathered by a remote buoy cluster deployed
west of Maud Rise (McPhee et al. 1999). The object is to test the plausibility of Type II convec-
tion occurring under realistic forcing. Results and outstanding research issues are discussed in
Section 4.

2. Thermobaric Stability during ANZFLUX

Accurate conductivity/temperature/depth (CTD) profiles were measured during AN-
ZFLUX with two different Sea-Bird Electronics SBE 9+ systems. CTD/tracer stations were taken
using the ship SBE 9+ CTD/rosette sampling system during transits into (including a survey pat-
tern around the site of the first, “warm regime” drift) and out of the ice, between the drift camps,
and daily while the drift camps were occupied. A separate system was set up on the ice during the
drift camps to sample more frequently in “yo-yo” mode; a total of 148 yo-yo casts were made
(Huber et al. 1995).

For a regional overview, was calculated for the ship CTD casts according to (1) us-

ing definitions provided by Fig. 1 following Akitomo (1999a). All of the casts fell above the mar-
ginal stability line (2), with some casts reaching values exceeding 8 for the normalized
thermobaricity strength. The geographic distribution of  (Fig. 2) shows that the maximum

departures from marginal stability occur in the water column over Maud Rise.

Following Akitomo’s approach, quantitative estimates of the amount of buoyancy that
must be removed from the system to trigger Type II overturn may be made as follows.
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a. An idealized, two-layer system

Consider first an idealized two layer system based on ship CTD no. 50, which is the sta-
tion with the largest thermobaricity strength in the series of casts made with the ship’s CTD sys-
tem (Fig. 2). The idealized profile consists of a mixed layer with observed properties overlying a

lower layer with mean properties equal to averages in the water column from the mixed layer base
to the temperature maximum. Potential density of the system is indicated by the dashed lines in
Fig. 1C. Fig. 3 illustrates that the idealized situation is relatively close to Type I convective en-
trainment. Increasing salinity by 0.05 psu, corresponding to ice growth of about 30 cm, would in-
crease mixed layer density enough to match the lower layer. However, buoyant convection would
cease as soon as warm water mixed from the lower layer supplied enough surface heat flux to stop
ice growth. In the Weddell Sea there is almost always a significant thermal barrier preventing sus-
tained ice growth (Martinson and Iannuzz 1998). So although pure convective mixing could occur
with relatively little additional ice growth, it is difficult to visualize how Type I convection re-
mains active long enough to reach deep levels.

Consider next thermobaricity. Here pressure is included in thein situdensity [ ]
using the UNESCO equation of state (Gill 1982). For the two-layer ocean of Fig. 3, the difference
between actual density and density of an ocean with uniform temperature and salinity equal to the
mixed layer values:  is shown as the solid curve in Fig. 4. It is

like Akitomo’s schematic (1999a— his Fig. 7) except that  is defined with opposite sign, and
he uses a linearized version of the equation of state with constant vertical gradient for the thermal
expansion coefficient. Note that is everywhere positive below the mixed layer (in the domain
shown), but decreases with increasing depth. Thermobaric instability is illustrated by the dashed
line. If mixed-layer salinity is increased by just enough to eliminate the density difference be-
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tween water types with mixed-layer and lower-layerT/Scharacteristics, at pressure corresponding
to the depth of the mixed layer, is zero or negative for all depths. In this case, a parcel of water
displaced downward from the original mixed layer interface will continue to sink, being denser
than surrounding fluid. For instability, the idealized system would require an increase of 0.04 psu
in mixed-layer salinity, supplied by about 23 cm of ice growth.

As Akitomo points out, once triggered, the process no longer depends on destabilizing
surface buoyancy flux. Using his scaling, an estimate of buoyancy flux in Type II convection for
Weddell-like conditions is

W kg-1 (3)

where∆θ is the difference in temperature across the pycnocline,g is the acceleration of gravity,
lon is the horizontal plume length scale, andf is the Coriolis parameter. For comparison, an upper

limit for heat flux reaching the ice in extreme melting conditions (  ~ 0.03 m s-1,  ~ 2 K)

would be ~ 1000 W m-2 (McPhee et al. 1999), corresponding to a melt rate ~ 0.5 m d-1 and stabi-

lizing surface buoyancy flux  ~  W kg-1. This would eliminate a typical eastern

Weddell Sea ice cover in about a day, yet is still an order of magnitude less than the destabilizing
buoyancy encountered in thermobarically unstable plumes, according to (3). Thus even in the
most extreme melting conditions, the idealized system would remain convective unless the area
occupied by downwelling plumes was less than about 10% of the total area.
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b. Continuous temperature and salinity profiles

In reality, the upper ocean is not two-layered, and continuous stratification in the pycno-
cline tends to increase its resistance to thermobaric overturn. The thermobaric density barrier,

 for the actualT/Sprofiles for ship station 50 is shown in Fig.

5A. The maximum in occurs at about 160 dbar, below which its slope is negative. By analogy

with the two-layer system, the integral of over the water column above that level pro-

vides an estimate of the additional mass needed to destabilize the system, as indicated by the

shaded area: about 3.6 kg m-2. Unlike the idealized case, the layer separating the mixed layer and
the  level carries considerable heat (relative to the mixed layer) as indicated by the shaded

area in Fig. 5B. In order for the system to reach thermobaric instability, heat from this layer must
be entrained into the mixed layer and vented. For this case, the heat above  amounts to

about 127 MJ m-2. As this water cools, it loses buoyancy:Massocean = -1.5 kg m-2, a fair propor-
tion of the mass deficit. The remaining density increase would require a modest amount of ice

growth, about 10 cm, with a latent heat loss of about 24 MJ m-2 bringing the total required heat

loss to 151 MJ m-2. Thus to overturn this system within a month would require a sustained net

outward heat flux of about 57 W m-2, along with enough turbulent mixing to increase the mixed
layer depth to around 160 m. This is not impossible, but also not too likely. During ANZFLUX
measurements over Maud Rise, the average ocean heat flux was about half this value (McPhee et
al. 1999).

It appears that when detailed profiles are available, a useful measure of thermobaric stabil-
ity is thethermobaric barrier, , equal to the total heat loss (including latent heat of freezing)
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required to densify the water column enough to eliminate . Obviously, the most likely can-

didates for overturn are profiles where this level is near the mixed layer depth. ANZFLUX profiles
from west of Maud Rise (in the “warm regime” where the maximum temperature in the water col-
umn was higher) typically had relatively deep levels, with much larger heat content in the

intermediate layer (~2000 MJ m-2). To vent heat upward from these intermediate layers would re-
quire both unrealistic surface heat loss and an inordinate amount of turbulent mixing, hence the
profiles may be considered thermobarically stable, even though they lie above the marginal stabil-

ity line (2). Ship CTD profiles for which  MJ m-2 are marked with pentagrams in Fig.

2. These are likely candidates for Type II convection, since the required heat loss over the next
month is comparable to the average heat flux out of the water column inferred from buoy mea-
surements (McPhee et al. 1999). Note that they do not necessarily coincide with the maximum
values of , because the bulk criterion does not explicitly account for the potentially impor-

tant thermal barrier between the mixed layer and .

A more detailed CTD record exists from the series of yo-yo casts made at frequent inter-
vals during the Maud Rise manned drift station, 2-8 Aug 1994. One of the least thermobarically
stable CTD stations was yo-yo cast YU075 (Fig. 6). Corresponding∆ρ and heat content profiles

(Fig. 7) show that relatively little sensible heat loss (22 MJ m-2) and ice growth (latent heat loss

equal to 25 MJ m-2) would instigate Type II convection. Total heat loss requirements for all of the
yo-yo profiles taken during the Maud Rise drift were calculated and are mapped along with
bathymetry in Fig. 8. The least stable profiles are found between the 2500 and 3000 m isobaths,
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on the east slope of the Rise. Similar results were obtained from the ship CTD record (low stabili-
ty profiles marked by pentagrams in Fig. 2), including station 47 during our approach up the west
slope. The step-like structures immediately below the mixed layer (Fig. 6) appear to play an im-
portant role in Type II stability, and are discussed in Section 4.

Although the normalized strength of thermobaricity over Maud Rise was generally large,
many of the yo-yo profiles were reasonably stable with regard toHtot. Consider the first deep yo-

yo cast (YU043) during the Maud Rise drift. Its value for  was high (7.4), but so was its

thermobaric barrier: MJ m-2 (Fig. 9). Compared with cast YU075, this profile would

require several times the heat extraction for instability. If a mechanism for mixing and cooling the
water above 175 m (the  level) could be identified, it would provide enough density in-

crease for instability without additional ice growth. An intense storm (common in the Weddell)
could furnish the initial mixing to begin venting the thermocline, however, the upward heat flux in
the mixed layer would soon cause melting which would stabilize the boundary layer. Without in-
voking strong horizontal inhomogeneity (e.g., rapid ice divergence), it thus seems unlikely that
surface-driven processes could destabilize a widespread area with upper ocean structure like
YU043.

3. The Plausibility of Type II Convection in 1994

Figs. 5, 7, and 9 show that details of density structure in the upper part of the pycnocline
determine to large degree which profiles from among many with similar bulk characteristics are
susceptible to Type II convection. The process depends critically on venting sensible heat from
the thermal barrier above∆ρmax into the mixed layer and then to the surface, without simulta-
neously melting enough ice to form a new, shallower mixed layer. No direct measurements of up-
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per oceanT/Sstructure or surface flux conditions were made in the immediate vicinity of the
Maud Rise drift subsequent to our departure from the area, so by necessity, any assessment as to
whether Type II convection could account for widespread sea-ice opening over Maud Rise in mid-
to-late August involves conjecture. The approach taken here is to combine a simple prognosticlo-
cal turbulence closure (LTC) upper-ocean model (McPhee 1999) with the heat and mass balance
at the ice/ocean interface driven by surface fluxes derived from a buoy cluster left at the site of the
first (“Warm Regime”) ANZFLUX drift (McPhee et al. 1999).

The boundary-layer turbulence model works as follows. For each time step, the mixing
length is calculated based on surface stress, surface buoyancy flux, displacement from the ice/
ocean interface, and pycnocline depth, following the algorithm described by McPhee (1994). The
pycnocline depth is defined as the depth where the squared buoyancy frequency first exceeds a

threshold value:  s-2. Using an estimate of eddy viscosity based on the

surface friction velocity and mixing length, an initial guess for the distribution of friction velocity
in the boundary layer is made by solving the analytic Ekman stress equation, and eddy viscosity
and scalar diffusivity are computed from the product of friction velocity and mixing length. If sig-
nificant momentum and buoyancy fluxes exist at the pycnocline depth, they are used to calculate
mixing length and eddy diffusivities in the pycnocline. The refined estimate of eddy viscosity is
then used to solve for stress ( ) numerically. The process is iterated until a convergence criterion

is satisfied. Originally developed for extending flux measurements through the boundary layer
(McPhee et al. 1999), the model calculates eddy viscosity/diffusivity based only on the current
surface fluxes andT andSprofiles, either observed or taken from the previous time step in a nu-
merical simulation. It doesnotcarry prognostic equations for momentum or turbulence quantities.
For numerical simulation, conservation equations for temperature and salinity are stepped for-
ward by a leapfrog method in time, using an implicit solution in the vertical (McPhee 1999). Sur-
face buoyancy flux, which plays an important role in setting the turbulence scales, depends mainly
on salinity flux, proportional to the ice growth rate. Enthalpy is conserved at the ice/ocean inter-
face, so that any imbalance in conductive versus ocean heat results in ice growth or ablation.

The model was initialized with the YU075 temperature and salinity profiles, and run for
25 days starting from the time of the observation (year day 216.78). Surface flux conditions were
estimated from data obtained with a buoy cluster deployed at the end of the Warm Regime station
in late July. During mid-August the buoy drifted over the abyssal plain about 250 km southwest of
Maud Rise. In the earlier paper, interfacial stress and conductive heat flux through the ice cover
were calculated from the buoy data (McPhee et al. 1999,viz. their Figures 9 and 11). Here the
same values are taken as representative of conditions over Maud Rise, except that ice conductive
heat flux was multiplied by the ratio of mean ice thickness at the buoy location (60 cm) to the ice
thickness calculated in the model, starting from the observed thickness of 35 cm at the Maud Sta-
tion site. Assuming that the upper surface thermal driving is about the same, the thermal gradient
in the ice should vary approximately inversely as the ice thickness ratio, consistent with the idea
that the relatively thin ice encountered over Maud Rise would grow toward a mean thickness
which balanced conductive and ocean heat flux. The model takes no explicit account of ther-
mobaric instability; however, at each time step the total heat loss (Htot) and mass deficit required
to drive the∆ρ profile to instability were calculated. The presumption is that if these quantities go
to zero, the water column would undergo Type II convection.

N2 g
ρ
---

z∂
∂ρ

– 1.5
5–×10≥=
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Model results are summarized in Fig. 10. Prescribed surface friction velocity and ice con-
ductive heat flux based on the buoy results are shown in Fig. 10A. Computed ocean-to-ice heat
flux and ice thickness determined by enthalpy conservation (Fig. 10B) show that for the first fort-
night, conduction exceeds ocean heat flux so that the ice grows, albeit slowly. This is critical,
since the destabilizing buoyancy flux associated with salt rejection, combined with several ener-
getic drift events, keeps the mixed layer deep (Fig. 10C). The main result is shown in Fig. 10D.
By late on day 227, the water column above  has vented enough heat and gained enough

salinity from freezing to force Type II convection.

Although Type II convection would completely change the upper ocean turbulence regime
after day 228, the LTC model time series in Fig. 10 are extended for the entire 25-d run because
they illustrate interesting characteristics of the system that might be expected in the absence of
thermobaricity. Note the event in the (nonthermobaric) simulation starting at about day 231.
Ocean heat flux (solid curve in Fig. 10B) increases dramatically, reflecting a rapid rise in upper
ocean temperature. The dynamic mixed layer (i.e., based on the density gradient) essentially fills
the vertical domain (Fig. 10C), thus for turbulence the entire upper ocean appears to be near neu-
tral stratification. However, the halocline, defined by the depth at which salinity exceeds its near
surface value by 0.02 psu (labeled “Scalar Mixed Layer Depth” in Fig. 10C) remains near its pre-
vious level for several days, then begins to shoal. What happens in the model is that by day 231
the mixed layer has lost enough buoyancy to instigate Type I convection into the step-like layers
below. The potential density of these layers is very close to the mixed layer density, and initially
there is rapid mixing which warms the mixed layer and increases ocean heat flux to the ice (Fig.
11A). Surface buoyancy flux from melting then reduces the turbulence scales, and constrains tur-
bulent mixing to the upper part of the water column, hence the freshening and cooling near the
surface apparent in Fig. 11A after the abrupt convection event. So although density stratification
remains low, the thermal barrier effect dominates Type I convection by limiting turbulence scales.
If ice were not present, direct cooling would drive deep convection, sustained by upwelling warm
water and no longer inhibited by stabilizing surface buoyancy flux.

As a thought experiment consider the one-dimensional LTC model modified so that after
the transition to thermobaric instability at about day 227.75, its turbulence scales no longer de-
pend on surface conditions but instead are driven by the conversion of potential energy of the en-
tire thermobaric water column to turbulent kinetic energy. By scaling arguments, a
parameterization for eddy diffusivity in this case would be

(4)

where and are representative thermobaric plume velocity and buoyancy flux,

respectively, andA is a factor incorporating in some way the fractional area occupied by the
plumes. From Akitomo’s (1999b) numerical modeling results, it appears that a reasonable range

for KH might be 0.1 to 1 m2s-1. For concreteness, a value of 0.2 m2s-1 was chosen, coinciding with
themaximum value reached in the combined shear and buoyancy driven mixed layer before the
onset of thermobaricity. This value was assigned to the whole model domain after day 227.75.
The ensuing salinity and thermal structure (Fig. 11B) shows that mixing is rapid and relatively

∆ρmax
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4
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Figure 10. Results from the LTC numerical model described in the text. A. Friction velocity at the
ice/ocean boundary (solid), and conductive heat flux inferred from the buoy ice temperature gradi-
ent (dashed). The driving time series are from McPhee et al. (1999). B. Modeled ice thickness and
ocean-to-ice heat flux. C. Modeled mixed layer depth, based on the density gradient (solid) and on
the difference between salinity and near surface salinity (dashed). Type I convection into the lower
step layer begins on day 231. D. The mass deficit (dashed) and thermobaric heat barrier (solid).
The circled time (day 227, 15 Aug 94) indicates when modeled conditions would instigate Type II
convection.
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complete. Heat flux from below, forced in the model by maintaining the temperature of the lowest

grid point at its initial value, averages about 1.3 kW m-2 after day 228. The ice melts rapidly with
the warming water temperature, going from 0.45 m thick to open water in about 3 days.

Out of 102 yo-yo CTD stations during the Maud Rise drift, 38 had thermobaric barrier val-

ues of 100 MJ m-2 or less (based on the upward profiles, which usually had sharper definition of
the steps). Each of these stations was used to initialize the temperature, salinity, and start time for
one-dimensional model runs. Of the 38 model runs, 27 (indicated by pentagrams in Fig. 8)
reached thermobaric instability conditions (i.e, the mass deficit and thermobaric barrier both
reached zero) before the end of August. The modeling approach has obvious shortcomings: (a) the
calculations were driven by surface conditions measured 250 km away; (b) modeled values of

 are sensitive to slight changes in the initial profiles (e.g., there were several instances where

initializing with the up- or downtrace of a particular station yielded conflicting results); (c) diver-
gence of the ice cover and Ekman transport in the mixed layer was neglected; and (d) particularly
in the Maud Rise region, any assumption of horizontal homogeneity implicit in one-dimensional
modeling is suspect. Nevertheless, the exercise illustrates that perhaps a quarter or more of the up-
per ocean conditions we observed over Maud Rise were susceptible to Type II thermobaric con-
vection before the end of winter.

4. Discussion

A simple one-dimensional model, initialized with several different temperature/salinity
profiles observed over Maud Rise in early August, then forced by plausible time series of surface
friction velocity and ice heat conduction obtained from drifting buoy observations, was found to
reach a thermobarically unstable state by mid- to late-August (times ranging from day 227 to
242). When thermobaric enhancement of turbulence (as discussed for example, by Garwood
1991) was neglected, densification of the surface mixed layer in some instances led to Type I con-
vection and a short period of intense mixing and increased ocean heat flux, but there was no sus-
tained deep convection or elimination of the ice cover. When a crude treatment of enhanced
mixing due to thermobaricity was included by simply assigning a high (though plausible) value
for eddy diffusivity, the model produced open water within a few days. The results thus support
Akitomo’s (1999a) assertion that thermobaricity is a critical factor in deep convection in the Wed-
dell Sea. Intense ocean heat flux from such convection is a likely cause of persistent low ice con-
centrations reported by Drinkwater (1997) in satellite microwave imagery over Maud Rise in late
winter, 1994.

The marginally stable profiles identified in Fig. 8 all have in common that theT/Sstructure
is step-like just below the existing mixed layer (e.g., Fig. 6). In the model, the extremely sharp in-
terface between the mixed layer and next lower step reduces the thermal barrier enough to reach
conditions allowing Type II convection. Padman et al. (1999) discuss sub-mixed-layer steps ob-
served during ANZFLUX in the context ofcabbeling, a potential source of interior mixing deriv-
ing from the temperature dependence (rather than pressure dependence) of the thermal expansion
coefficient. Because of curvature of isopycnals inT/Sspace, diapycnal mixing may result if two
water types with slightly different density (i.e., statically stable) but differingT/Sproperties are
combined, since the resulting mixture may be denser than either parent type. Padman et al. (1999)
show evidence that the ice station drifted through an active cabbeling event on day 218 (centered
near the time of yo-yo cast 110 in Fig. 8). In their interpretation, mixed-layer water of slightly en-

H tot
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riched salinity was advected during a storm over a filament of Warm Deep Water (WDW) uplifted
along the flanks of Maud Rise. Mixing near the base of the narrow pycnocline separating the sur-
face layer from the deeper, subsurface WDW layer created a cabbeling-effect density anomaly,
leading to energetic overturn in the subsurface layer. The latter thickened and cooled rapidly by
mixing pycnocline water from above, i.e., at the expense of the surface layer, which warmed
slightly. The result is a sharpening of the interface between the layers, but unlike most convective
scenarios, the pycnocline shoals because the subsurface layer growsupward. Like Type I convec-
tion, the cabbeling process in isolation is self-limiting when there is a sea ice cover, because posi-
tive buoyancy from melting accompanies enhanced heat flux. However, it is obvious that both the
pressure and temperature dependence of the thermal expansion factor are important in the equa-
tion of state, and may work together to effect deep convection. At the least, cabbeling may pro-
vide an important preconditioning for thermobaric instability.

The presence of the step-like structures below the mixed layer is important for low values
of , but their persistence in the face of highly energetic mixing from storms which regularly

traverse this region is problematic. This is the main drawback to the approach taken in this paper.
Variability in the upper boundary and vertical extent of the pycnocline in the Weddell Sea was a
central feature of our ANZFLUX findings (McPhee et al. 1996), and of other oceanographic buoy
data from the region (C. Kottmeier pers. comm. 1996). This variability, coupled with Ekman shear
from frequent storms with boundary shear stress approaching 1 Pa, would seem to limit the persis-
tence of the steps and the utility of modeling that assumes horizontally homogeneous conditions.
On the other hand, given the marginal static stability of the upper ocean, especially over Maud
Rise (Martinson and Iannuzzi 1998), shear and associated differential advection in the system
may be continually creating steps by several possible mechanisms, including cabbeling (Padman
et al. 1999), double-diffusive convection (Robertson et al. 1995), limited regions of Type I or II
convection (Akitomo 1999a&b), or enhanced turbulence in the pycnocline from differential ad-
vection of horizontal density gradients (Crawford et al. 1999). Our understanding of these pro-
cesses, as well as basic knowledge of how turbulent mixing occurs near the interface between the
mixed layer and pycnocline, is rudimentary at best, and the need for further theoretical, numerical
modeling, and observational work is clear.
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